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Willm,, Tice [now Mr Parker]
A  R  P

251 Plat (1) ,,   3 ..29

 252 Down side Close, Church Land excluded 3  . ,,  32

                                    Inclosures        4 ,,  ,, 21

Thos,, Tice[_ _  .(TP)]
253 Backside 1 ,, 3 ,, 5

         

Richd Fludder
254 Long Field ; Church Land excluded         1 ,,  ,,  2

255 Great Wood Horn 3 ,,  ,, 35

256 Little Wood Horn 1 ,, 2 ,, 33
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Transcriber’s notes on text and suggestions about parcel name etymologies:

(1) Text on this and all subsequent lines followed by broken dotted or dashed lines filling space to right-hand side of column
(2) Lowermost parts of numerals smudged
(3) No acreage entered

251 Plat: from ME plat ‘small piece of ground’ or ‘flat piece of ground’ 
252 Downside Close: from OE dūn, ME doun(e) ‘low hill’, ‘upland pasture’; from OE sid ‘large, spacious, extensive, long’; ‘a large 
or long ridge’; from ME clōs ‘small, enclosed piece of land’
253 Backside: from OE baec, ‘a back’; used topographically of a ridge, varying from a low ridge in marshy ground to a steep es-
carpment’; from OE sid ‘large, spacious, extensive, long’; ‘a large or long ridge’
255: Great Wood Horn: from OE horn ‘horn-shaped piece of land’ 

257 (2) Hyde Park          4 ,, 2 ,, 8

258 (2) Mold Vere 4 ,, 1 ,,__

                                                  Inclosures 14 ,, 2 ,,38

                                                  Carried Over (3)
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256: Little Wood Horn: from OE horn ‘horn-shaped piece of land’
257: Hyde Park: from OE hīd, an area of land in Anglo Saxon England sufficient to support a family and their dependants
258: Mold Line: from OE molde ‘earth, soil, often of a light, sandy type’; line, possibly ‘lane’
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